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-MISCELLA NEOUS.

priate costume of his race, with all the dig
nity of an ancient sachem, addressed his
speech to the Governor in the Indian lan
guage. He neither lifted his band, or mov
ed his head, but with his eyes fixed intent
ly upon the Governor, continued his ad
dress in the same uniform and grave tone.
The Governor and Council listened with
fixed attention, when, after having spoken
about twenty minutes, he sat down. As
soon as he was seated the Interpreter, an
Indian also, rose and commenced with —
“ Mr. Governor, Soccobasin say”-—be then
gave the substance of the speech, commen
cing every new division of the speech with
“ Mr. Governor I he say.” But the inter
preter immediately threw off the formality
of the principal speaker, and spoke with all
the vehemence and eloquence of a native or
ator..
When he came to the recital of the aggres
sions they had received, his face kindled, his
voice trembled, and he poured forth the
story of his wrongs with an eloquence,
which our informant said he had never heard
surpassed.
Among-other things he asked the Gov
ernor to build them a church.
One of the
council, unfortunately asked him what they
wanted the church for. He was complete
ly confounded with the sudden and indig
nant reply, “ We want church to worship
God. What you have church for ?” We
are apt to think that the ancient spirit of
the Indians has utterly departed.
But in
this whole scene lhefe was a dignity, deco
rum and shrewdness which was worthy of
the days ofUncas Logan, or Passaconaway.
J.

POST-MASTER GENERAL’S RE
PORT.
This document, unlike the Reports of the
other departments of the Government, is
brief. It represents the Post Office Depart
ment in a prosperous condition. The gross
annual receipts are more than 3,000,000;
while the expenditures last vear were only
$275,000.
Phe extent of the existing Post Roads is
118,264 miles, and in the course of the year
the mails are transported to and fro more
than 29,000,000 of miles.. The P. M. G.
estimates that in May next there will be on
band in the Treasury, a surplus of about
$60,000.
On the strength of this, be recommends a
reduction of postage to the follow h stand
ard for single letters, as follows : 75
miles and under, 5 cents :
to 150
miles, 10 cents: 150 to 300 miles, 15
cents : 300 to 600 miles, 20 cents : and
over 600 miles 25. This is all well enough.
On newspapers, he recommends that the
prices of postage be graduated according to
thè size of the sheet ; a piper containing
550 square inches should pay half a cent for
200 miles or less, and one cent for over
200 ; a paper containing over 550 and under
920 inches, to pay l ceni for 200 or under ;
and 1 1-2 cent for over 200 miles.
He
states that the operation of the Express
Mail has thus far more than paid its way,
and justified expectation : 1-e hopes soon to
extend it from Boston to Albany, and thence
to Buffalo.
He complains of the abuses of the frank
ing privilege ; but thinks that violations of
this law “ by those who are under pie em
inent obligations to set examples of obedi
ence to its precepts, are believed io be diminishihg.’’
Attention is called to the necessity of
amending the law relating to contracts with
Rai! Road Companies, and of limiting the
power of the P. M. G. by “ prescribing
some fixed basis upon which all such contracts shall be made.” To render the de
partment measurably inde
dent of these
roads, he says, an express »« jail has been i
started, between Nev/ York anid New Or-.
leans which leaves for behind ajlI news con
veyed by Rail Roads or any ofber means,
In order to olniti te th
liies and un
certainties attemjai. t Ule
transmission
of letters to find fro
4 phees; he sugishingu
gests the propriety
mail across the
his, he thinks,
.may be effected,
deem it
expedient to grant !
ssary pdwer :—
and finally, be rom ds
gross that “the
'building it
meh the G> neral Post Office
is kept is n
ré proiff.” a id that “ its Valuable book an oap-rs «re daily exposed to
destraction ’ In ten days tremí. date of
this.Report, the aforesaid building was in
ashes.—
Adv.

[From lhe Portsmouth Journal.]
MAINE INDIANS.
Degraded and abject as most of the na
tive Americans are, yet there is some
thing. in their mysterious character and
still "strongly distincti ve traits, and more in
their sad history, which gives a peculiar in
terest to every thing which relates to them.
Those who sed them constantly, and who,
Cjclupwhaof
as they become familiar whh their peculiar
tuuhdeuce „I
manners, notice only their vices, wonder
success ot the ii)8iruiW|||j
that any thing of romance or interest can be
ig since the report of
seen in their character and habits. But
•mnentswill be appliedMifi>
when.the stranger who has. studied the In
.ise by the subscriber,
dian character and history, goes among
BURLEIGH SMART,
them and sees them as they are in their own
a. July, 1836.
wigwams, and upon their own hunting
grounds, he cannot but feel that even as
es, Faints a«d| They are there, is sufficient foundation tor
i taken ibe stand foiMlj®.
the strange interest which poetry and ro
iy John Lillie, the
mance have thrown about their habits and
in the above lineeliei^
character.
LUONG WHICH ARE—
We have lately had an opportunity of
Sarsaparilla Root—a
seeing the remains of the only Indian tribes
le for all kinds of Imu«
lurnatism ;
which are now left in New Englund, the
xtructofthesame article:
Penobscots and Passamaquoddys.
A Language that never changed. —Oi
do*
do,;
The head quarters of the Indians of the all the languages of the earth, that of the
‘uiiucea—warranted genuine;
Penobscots, the Sarrantines as they were Hungarian and Transylvanian Magyars is
e and Sulphate Quinine; '
¿ommonly called, is on the Penobscot river said to. be the only one which has survived
and Sulphate do.;
at Old Town, where, when they are all unchanged amidst the changes of political
zenges and Jujube Paste-to
together, there are between five and six connections, conquests, commerce, and arts.
les fur coughs and sore ta
hundred. This tribe, during the old French That extraordinary people have maintain
/ermifuge;
war, were powerful and warlike.
They ed their original language, their manners
he Drups;
were in the French interest, and had em and their usages, unaltered in the very
' Honey—for soreness and É
itomach and lungs; !
braced the Roman Catholic religion before heart of despotism, neither deriving im
rita) Wood ; China Root; te
the year 1700, at which time they bad a provements from the high civilization of the
id Bitter Sweet-hraw
church in a village near where their present Germans, nor debasing novelties from the
nedicinal beer, for di«sift|
settlenieot is. They made many incursions Sclavonians. The colonists who have from
er ;
upon, the while settlements, and had during time to time settled in Hungary, the victors
lerb, seeds, and pulverized;
the war of Queen Anne two of their villages who have traversed its field's, and the mixed
izel leaves and fiosemiirj#
burnt by our people.
nations on its borders, have all failed to in
ernal humors;
But still, living as they do almost in the oculate the language of Magyars with a for
d Bayberry root bark;
Jquid Blueing-lor bioeufi»
beikt of civilization, the Penobscots yet re- eign taint.—N. Y. Eve. Post.
fui!i t'»e marked characteristics'of their race.
yeing;
i ves, and in powder-« «ta
Tlfoy preserve the purity of their Language,
Our country never will attain its proper
rinary diseases;
which is a dialect of the1 Chippeway tongue, position iu the scale of nations, until we give
i Moss, with printed dim«
which is spoken by the Hurons, the five to moral and mental culture its proper dis
flour.
tinetion
; .............
until ’successful
J U i I t i » IB tribes.
16 RHO,
i 11V
’
•- • Speculation,
r •
• * > * or
* bru•
Nations and all the Inorthern
The
rations & Chemic principal difference ini the language
„ of the I ta.l Wealth, or the stupid possessor of accials, &c.
Penobscots from that of the Senecas, bMo dental or inherited fortune, and the unprinci
pled seeker after gain, shall have their proper
Confection ol'Senna-i fl»
hawks, &c. consists in the Penobscots pro spheres assigned them ; until monied igno
longing or drawling out the final vowels. rance or inanity shall cease to lord it over
fresh Lee’s Pills;
,
Their costume, such as the frock and belt, struggling Ability, or necessitous Virtue.
fs, Family,
the ear-rings, moccasins with the ornaments When that time will come, Heaven only
General Hav
ind Stomachic fillsi
The heavy maj (in
of beads, &c. is still retained. You will see knows.—Philadelphia Gazette.
r of which is a vjry eWl“
ties which the states
;
of Ohio, Indiana and
nedy for most of the ftto
the fire blazing upon the ground in lhe mid
Kentucky have given for this calumniated
derangements whicW*
Wheat.—It is to be hoped the formers of patriot should raise a blush of shame upon
dle uf their wigwams, while the smoke finds
J liver complaints;
I
its exit in a hole in the roof. The carpet of Maine will next year sow more wheat than I the cheeks of his slanderers, if their craven
nachic pills generally*«
We might rtiise wheat and dastardly spirits were capable of enter
moose and bear skins is spread upon the | they have done.
Mien deficient;^
ground round the fire, making both seat arid ¡enough in Kennebec to supply the whole taining such an emotion.
These are the
the stomach and-wR
bed. The papoose is slung in its birch bark State ; and yet we actually import thous slates whose sons he led to battle and whose
By using lime, soil he defended from British and savage
cradle like a hammock to lhe roof,, and the ands of barrels of flour.
ie and Pile Pills; .
squaw plaits her baskets while the child ashes, and plaster, and clover and grass foes—these are the states over whom he
Plaster, for l’a111’n 11 /
land, we might raise larger crops of wheat held the reins of government—in whose le
swings above her.
uess at the stomacli WW
> Liniment: on# ofthefe
This tribe formerly owned all the land than they can in Virginia. It does not re gislative councils he served, or to the com
Some mand of whose gallant troops he was called
ltions fur Rheumatic
upon the Penobscot River, and also large quire hot weather or lorag summers.
itifliiess;
tracts of timber land in Maine, which they persons seem to suppose that wheat cannot when he was not a citizen in their limits.
,0W1x, for Srailh’s«!
have sold to the State for an annual stipend be raised in one place a long time ; but in Of the Senate of Ohio he was a member
ms ;Cblorarei>fMi
of provisions, articles of clothing, knives, Italy wheat of the best kind is produced in when the law was passed on which was
Loco Focos;
guns and ammunition. From this allow the greatest abundance where it has been founded lhe foul and false charge that he
Lucifers, warranted i
ance, and from what.they obtain by hunting cultivated njore than two thousand years. voted to sell bis poor white fellow citizens
; Potash ;Pruss!c A« . i(i
and
basket making, the tribe gets a very The agricultural produce of England is per into slavery. Kentucky and Indiana both
late ofMercury;Blac^
comfortable subsistence, and is now increas haps ten times greater in amount than it bound on Ohio.
What sentence has lhe
f Iroir; Tartrate do. i
was one thousand years ago.
With good indignant voice of the citizens of these
ricAcid^xiterl«"'
ing in numbers.
one quarter of itelab'
The same roaming tastes which have al husbandry every country increases in fertil states, spoken through the ballot boxes, pass
ity instead of being worn out.
„d Hvdriotla«!’«1®;,
ed on lhe white slavery slander and the
ways marked the Indians, still adhere to the
Kennebec Jour.
nd Sirup
charges against Gen. Harrison’s military
race, although they can procure as comfort
Bottles
character ? It has branded them as false
able subsistence on their own river as in
—as black as midnight, and as forged by
any other place. Tw.o or three families
Cold
Iron.'
—
A
writer
in
the
Pittsburgh
and Urinals. .
with their slender stock of household stuff Gazette gives a caution against putting cold the children of the father of liars. Let this
(sues and
chaps and scratch«»’'
on board their frail canoes, will cruise along bridle bits into the mouths of horses, when be remembered—and hereafter when aught
the western shore, and perhaps encamp for the temperature of the weather is below is uttered against the fair fame of the pure
.e_warranted“JK’*
the season on, some favorable spot on our freezing point, as the iron in coming in patriot—the successful soldier and the dis
>se, from cold»,
t),
own river, then cruise along the eastern contact with the tongue, or interior of the tinguished statesman— William Henry Har
and ringworm,«“! |
coast, sail up the Bay of Fundy, explore the mouth, will take off the skin.
He attri rison—let the defender of injured innocence
river St. Johns for some hundred miles, and butes to this cause the frequent sore mouths appeal to the trumpet-tongued sentence
)il and ADl",?e.<’lje|»ril
passed by thfe untrammelled yeomanry of
then cross over to the St. Lawrence. By of horses in cold weather.
io«'*
the west.— York Republican.
this course, last year, most of the tribe pass
Roseboap~averJ
,
ed across the country and wintered near
Mournful consequence of Intempér
Cure for the Toqth-ache.—Take slump
Quebec.
From the St. Lawrence they
of unslacked lime, about the size of a hicko ance.—We learn from the N. Y. Trans
sometimes penetrate lo lhe Lakes of the in
,f Amber—
...
ry nut, and slack it in two-thirds or three cript that on Saturday last, the well known
al luk-fo'-"’ " P
terior.
quarters of a tumbler of water.- Hold the Improvisator, John C. Mossie, attended at
Gi-oceiK’!,,,
The Passamaquoddy Tribe are about five lime water in the mouth, contiguous to the lhe Police Office and solicited Justice Hophundred in number and have their town a- aching tooth, and certain relief will ensue. son to commit him to Bridewell.
The
bout five miles from Eastport, where they
novelty of the request created very evident
have some good houses and farms, a good
•''I'm ' for*^
Singular Epitaph —The following is a surprise in lhe mind of the magistrate, on
church, built by the state, and a Roman
> si“""*'
copy
of an Epitaph in a burying ground in perceiving which, Mr. Mossie took from his
uperior t0 a L teinooi
Catholic priest. In their habits they resem
pocket two shillings, which he stated was
of Orange “
^1«'
Newport, R. I. :—
ble the Penobscots.
all the money he had in the world, and
lolR^^Ser^,
“ The human form respected for his hon
Their chief is called Deacon Soccobasin.
which he was perfectly willing to give the
;. preserved
„o!i
esty, and known 53 years by the appella
Dried Apr*
F,e is a man of superior talents, and has an
justice, if he would only commit him to
tion Christopher Ellery, began to dissolve
Prison, whither he said he wanted to go,
immense influence over them.
in the month of February 1789.”
that he might be enabled to keep sober,
Three or four years ago a deputation was
which, he further stated, he knew he could
sent from the Passamaquoddy tribe to AuParents'* Consent.—The Providence not do ifhê wasat large.
The result of
.gusta, to confer with the Governor of Maine
innk, JuU
W relation to the redressing of some of their Courier publishes the following copy of a further inquiries went to show that Mr.
Mossie had of late been intoxicated almost
. grievances. A gentleman, who was then a certificate, dated Feb. 1, 1680 :
“ I, John Woodin of Beverly, in the perpetually, and had been frequently locked
member of
of the
the governor
Governor’ss vouncn,
Council, wiq
told us
us
i rriber ^ould 1 J M ' member
'* f Kennebu|,k8l? leS4
that he was present at the conference. The county of Essex in Newengland, doo not up for being intoxicated, and now sought a
Snish the above af%|{
Governor satin the audience chamber with see now any thing but that lanrane clenton committal to prison, as the only means by
WpIIs. °n aS !eal
,
his
his council.
council. The
The chief
chief with
with an
an interpreter
interpreter and my daughter mary may proceed in the which he could possibly keep sober. Jus
tice Hopson refused to comply with Mr.
and some of the tribe, appeared with all the honorable stat of matrimony.
Mossie’s request, but directed him to be debeverly feberary 1, 1680.
established ceremonials of the Indian coun
All onlf'
tailed for the present.
Recorded.”
cil. The chief, richly dressed in the approrecotWiiiWlii

> Jackson, Gibson.McLpL

„.nebtmk, " „dei»
IlbepromP'j^
bunk, Sep1,1 ’

FOREIGN N EWS
From Europe.—The packet ship South Arnerica arrived at New York on Thursday
last, bringing London papers to Dec. 20, and
Liverpool to the 21st—on? day later than had
been received at Philadelphia, They furnish
some further particulars of the failure of the
French African expedition, and other news
deserving of notice.
LONDON, DEC. 20.
The Paris papers of Sunday (18th) are filled
with lamentations and complaints on the
subject of the late unfortunate expedition against Constantine—regret for the loss of
thousands of brave men—a conviction of the
increased difficulty of extending, or of even
maintaining, the African colony of France—
pride deeply wounded by a reverse which
ought not to have been possible, and the de
monstration that disorganization and indisci
pline pervade the French army—all tending
to fill the strictures of the press on the illfated expedition against Constantine with
pain, bitterness, and indignation.
Gen. Jackson and Louis Phillippe.—It is sta
ted that at the audience which General Cass,
the American Minister, had of the King, he
delivered to his Majesty a private letter from
General Jackson, disavowing, in a maimer
most honorable to himself, ail the injurious
interpretations given to certain phrases used
by him in his celebrated message to the American Congress, and to some of his acts.
He likewise announces his intended retire
ment from the Presidency, and from public
life altogether, and his determination of pay
ing a visit to France.
It is stated in the London papers that the
Emperor Nicholas is afflicted with mental
aberration, which exhibits itself in a most
painful manner.
The Euphrates expedition has been aban
doned by the English.

Great Fire at St. John.—Ou Saturday eve
ning last, January 14, a very destructive fire
broke out in Si. John’s, which, before it
could be arrested, destroyed about one hun
dred and fifty buildings, situated on South
Market wharf, on Water and Prince William
streets. Every building on the wharf, shd
nearly all in the two streets were consumed.
An immense quantity of goods was destroy
ed, among which were 1500 barrels of flour.
A large number of families, by thia melan
choly occurrence, will be rendered houseless.
The fire raged about nine hdurs with the
greatest violence.—Loss estimated at $2,000,000. The weather was very cold, and the
engines out of order, consequently but little
could be done to arrest the progress of the
flames. The shipping at the wharves was
removed, though considerably injured.
The Agent of the Hartford Etna Insurance
office, stated on Sunday morning, that build
ings to the amount of $60,000," insured by
him, had then been burnt, after which all
Market Street was destroyed.
But one
building was left standing in the burnt dis
trict. The fire, we learn, was arrested at the
store of Miss Farley, formerly of this place.
Portlander.
Shocking !—At Plumb Creek, in Shelby
County, Mr. John Turnbam and Mr. Green
ville Alien—two “ young gentlemen of wealth
and respectability”—both just married, who
had for some time had a dispute in regard to
the boundary line of their plantations, met
near the line, two or three weeks ago, each
attended by friends or relatives—after some
wrangling, Turnham shot Allen through the
breast with a rifle, when a cousin of Allen,
with another rifle, shot Turnham through
the head. Both died on the spot !
Salem Register.
Extra Session of the Senate.—The Presi
dent has notified the Senators of the U, S.
that an extra session of the Senate will be
held on the 4th of March next, to take into
consideration sueh matters as may then be
submitted lo them. Such a session of the
Senate is usual on the commencement of a
new administration.

No. 38.
THE EXPUNGING RESOLUTION.
The Speech of Henry Clay, on the day
on which this foul deed was consummated,
must have been a masterly effort, a surpass
ing and withering display of his unrivalled
eloquence.
We have as yet only brief
sketches of this Speech, of which a full re
port will no ddübChëreaftéf be given. From
one of these outlines or mere skeletons of the
Speech, we extract the following passage—
which will convey to the reader some idea
of the character of the whole performance
Essex Reg.
Mr. CJay referred to the argument in another view, as to the power of touching the
journal. He would furnish some precedents,
one of which would he from a most demo
cratic branch, and the other from a most des
potic source. The latter Was to be found in
the writings of James, in the administration
of the Due de Richelieu.
He read an ex
tract, The other was lo be found in the his
tory of Pennsylvania, a? a timq when Dem
ocracy reigned pure and triumphant; without
being mixed with any element but itself.
It
was then solemnly decided in the Legislature
of Pennsylvania, that no part of the journals
of the Legislature could be expunged. He
read a long list of 4 whereases,’ which prefa
ced all the several resolutions of the .Senator
from Missouri, emphasizing each as he went
along. After such a tremendous array of
Whereases,” (said he) one would suppose
the very devil must be in the tail. It is like
a comet, except that, inverting the order of
nature, it carries the tail before. Ge critici
zed the language of the various resolutions,
detecting their errors, and after statin,g that
they put language which was attributed io
the Senate of 1834, to be decided on fiy old
veterans and raw ryerffits, si$ yegrs and. four
teen weeks Senators, the latter of whpm
could not know what was in the breasts of
the Senate at the period of the offensive res
olution being passed, he asked one of the
latter (Mr. Dana) if it would not he more be
coming in him, instead of pouring forth ful
some eulogies on the .president; to show how
it was, that he had permuted an alien juris
diction still to be exercised over so large a
portion of Maine., He wished to know what
political purpose was to be effected by the
passage of the resolution ? Had the Senate
too much power ? han |he Executive too lit
tle ? The Senate had no< poyser of itself ;
none but what was derived from its union
with other branches. But yvbo would say
that the President was whhput power,?
What object of his ambition was,yet ungrat
ified ? Is not his influence spread through
the whole country ? Are not millions of his
followers ready to shout hozannas to him ?
Has he not. within the last eight
pass
ed through the country like a tropical teripdo, leaving a trail of desolation behind i’ ?
Has he not selected for his successor ins b.- .
vorite friend'? if he is th«* br.ro iv ;r? b '
by his friends, will he not de^pi.se the •
adulation which can tempt his fobovv^!
?
erase from the record and mark yviih pa’oy
lines a resolution which disapproves o.,
his acts ? What object was to he attam*
Was it intended lo put down the (Senators
who voted for the resolution ? Dishonor
had never yet breathed upon the,ir names;
The Senate could not touch their reputations*
They stood on their constitutional rights.
Let the names of those who vote for, tise ex
punging resolution be called, and let them
all be put into one scale, and let. the twenty
eight names of those who voted for the reso
lution of 1834 be put in another, and then let
truth, human and divine, pronounce on f . ir
relative merits. Black lines round the reso
lution ! such scratches as cht’Jren learn to
write, with. He hqped the Secretary would
preserve the pen, and hand it down to pos
terity, that it may be looked on with compla
cency by some future monarch silting oh the
throne of this kingdom, who, in his gratitude,
may then form a new order—the Knights of
the Black Lines. But the decree has gone
forth ; and he wished Senators to do their
work, and then go home and’boast d.f the
glorious achievement ; how they had broken '
down the fortresses of the Constitution, spik
ed the cannon, and left all the Executive
power unchecked and in full possession of
the fortress ; but, if the people would sanc
tion the act, they are not thé free and intelli
gent people, he believed them to be.

New Pilot System at New York:—A joint
committee of the New York Merchants, the
Board of Trade, and Insurance Companies,
at New York, have drawn up a new system
for the regulation of pilotage at that port, to
Reuben M. Whitney.—The case of this in
which the sanction of the Legislature is to be
dividual has attracted a good deal of atten
solicited.
tion. He has been summoned before the
John Jacob Astor, of New York, is said to committee appointed to. investigate certain
be now worth twenty-five millions of dollars matters relating to the deposite banks, and
—twice as much as Stephen Girard left al his has declined answering to any matters ex
cept such as are of a public nature.
He has
death.
admitted that he is employed as the agent of
The number of vessels built in the United the deposite banks, but declines for the pres
States last year, was 957 ; viz. 88. ships;' ent answering for which, and for how many.
94 brigs ; 497 schrs. ; 180 sloops and 88 He has declared that he does not hold any
office or agency u nder the government of the
steamboats.
United States, or any department thereof,
and that he has no agency which relates to
We learn from an esteemed corres the public money, beyond acting as corres
pondent at Marblehead, a “ Republican,” of ponding agent of some of the deposite banks.
the Revolutionary stamp, that a subscription
Boston Daily Adv.
paper is in circulation in that town, the sub
scribers to which agree to use no Flour, or
Governor of Virginia.—The Legislature
bread made of the same, until the price of
Flour shall be reduced to eight dollars per of Virginia made Choice of David Campbell
barrel, and then the barrel to be full weight. on the 20th ulb as Governor of that State,
for the term of 3 years from the 4th of March
Salem Reg.
next. Mr. C; is a Van Buren man.
A man and his wife lately got drunk at
(t/^The standing Committee on Banks
Baltimore and went to bed. By some means
the bed took fire, and the woman was burnt and Banking Capital, in the Ohio Legislature,
recommend the establishment of a State
to .death—the man escaped.
Bank during the present session, with such a
number of branches as the business of the
On New Year’s night, a negro was found State may require. The banking capital of
frozen to death, at Niagara, U. C., supposed the State now amounts to about ten millions
to have been in a state of intoxication.
of dollars, which the Committee believe to be
far below the actual wants of the,Community.
Another Warning.—A drunken man nam
ed Hernans, was frozen to death on the night
John Washburn, who was hung on the 6th
of‘2dult. in Monroe, Pa.
inst. at Cincinnati, for the murder of Win.
Bever, confessed that he had murdered 30
The Murder Case at Hampden.—Mr. Abiel persons !
Shaw, whose examination for the supposed
murder of his wife, has been going on for a
Eastern Rail Road.—This road, jt is said,
number of days past at Hampden, has been will be completed as far as Lynn, the present
,
acquitted,
the evidence not being sufficient to year—one hundred men are now at work on
warrant a commitment.—Bangor Whig.
it, within the bounds of that town.

then made no appeal, but went on to present of his motion for leave to introduce a bill to
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
abolition petitions from New Hampshire, secure the freedom of elections.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 25.
F O REIGN NEW»
Mr. Jarvis argued, in reply, that this bill
Connecticut and New York. The House
Petitions presented aad referred—Of Reuel
was
of
public
importance;
that
the
com

TWENTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS...SECOND
SESSION.
did
not
at
all
like
this
business,
but
they
could
Three days later from Europe.—The pack- ’
Williams etals. to be incorporated by the
not help themselves very well. Mr. Ratliff merce of the country was suffering, in con name of the Maine Rail Road Company, for
et ship Pennsylvania drived at New York
sequence
of
the
difficulty
of
procuring
sea

SENATE.
Boone
of
Indiana
enquired
if
a
member
could
on Tuesday night, bringing London papers
the purpose of constructing a Rail Road from
present petitions from States to which the men for the naval service. The gentleman Bangor through Augusta, Hallowell, Gardi
MONDAY, JAN. 23.
to Dec. 23, and Liverpool to the 24th. The
from
Tennessee
must
know,
he
said,
that
his
packet ship Charlemagne, from Havre on the
Mr. Wright, from the Committee on Fi member did not belong. “Yes,” said Mr.
motion would lead to no practical object; ner and Portland to the New Hampshire
20th, has also arrived at New York.
nance, made an unfavorable report on the Speaker Polk, and Mr. Adams went on.
and
that it would only serve to gratify his line—of Samuel Wright and 108 others that
His
eye
then
brightened
up
again.
Any
The Liverpool Chronicle of the 24th says, petition from New York fora National Bank.
the surplus revenue may be applied to the
personal feeling.
body
could
sec
another
new
idea
bad
struck
at the moment we were going to press, we Mr.Niles, from the Committee on Manufac
construction of a Rail Road from the New
This
is
Jalse,
exclaimed
Mr.
Bel).
him.
“
I
have
here,
”
said
he,
“
a
petition
were favored with the sight of several letters tures, reported a bill to repeal the duty on
Hampshire line Eastwardly through the
Mr. Jarvis nodded significantly, which Mr.
from different members of Parliament, all of coal. The bill to restrict the sales of land to which does not come within the rule. It
Slate—of Charles H. Pierpont et als. to be
which concur in stating that it is the frm be achial settlers, was again taken up and debat says nothing about the abolition of slavery in Beil responded.
Mr. Jarvis insinuated that he should pros incorporated as the Frenchman’s Bay Gran
lief in the best in formed circles in Loudon, ed. An amendment previously offered by the District of Columbia. It asks for the pas
ite Company—of Alpheus Davidson et als.
ecute the matter no further in the House.
sage
of
a
Law
by
Congress
which
shall
car

that a foul intrigue is going on against the Mr. Ewing, was agreed to. Mr. Ewing
Mr. Mercer interposed in order to procure that the constitution may be so amended that
ry
out
in
the
District
the
principles
of
the
Administration at the present moment. The made a speech on the general principle of
the people may elect their County officers—
mutual explanation—but failed.
of Cyrus Packard et als. for the same.
parlies said to be at the head of it, are Spring the bill. Before he had concluded his re Declaration of Independence,—“ order” cried
The
report
here
ends,
with
a
remark
by
Rice, and Poulet Thomson, who are suppos marks., he gave way fora motion to adjourn. out many. “ Order for what ?” asked Mr. A.
Bill additional to provide for the educa
the
reporter
that
the
House
had
interfered
in
“ Am I in order, Mr. Speaker?” “ Yes” said
ed to be negotiating to form a joint stock
tion of youth was passed to be engrossed.
Mr. Polk. “ The first time then,” cried some order to a settlement, and that the dispute
TUESDAY, JAN. 24.
Agreeably to assignment the two Houses
Ministry with Peel and Stanley.
one on the floor. “ Well then,” said Mr. A. was still going on, respecting the powers of assembled in convention at 11 o’clock for
Marshal Clausel has arrived at Toulon ;
The Senate proceeded to the consideration “ I propose to have this Petition read, and the House over the subject. The Globe, the
Gen. Damremont has assumed the govern of the bill to restrict the sale of public lands
the purpose of choosing a Treasurer of State.
only Washington paper of Saturday received,
ment of Algiers, and has quitted France for to actual settlers, which was. debated at con referred to the Committee on the District of
A Committee to receive, sort and count the
says
that
Columbia. It comes from certain Lutheran
votes, having attended to that duty reportthat purpose.
siderable length. Before any decision on the Clergymen in New York, and their Congre
Mr. Mercer, after some few remarks of a
ed :—
The position of Bilboa is becoming more main question, the Senate adjourned.
gations.” “ It must go with the others upon conciliatory nature, moved that a pledge be
Whole number of votes
critical, and it is doubtful whether the town
164
the table,” said Mr. Polk. “ But it says noth required of the two gentlemen that the diffi
Necessary to a choice
will be able to bold out above ten days.
83
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 25.
culty might not be prosecuted further.
ing
of
Abolition
”
said
Mr.
Adams.
Mr.
P.
“We are assured,” says La Paix, “ that
Asa Redington, Jr. has
156
After
some
remarks
from
Messrs.
Bell,
“
It
must
go
on
the
table.
”
Mr.
A.
“
Is
this
The bill to restrict the sales of public lands
Alfred Peirce has
the most satisfactory answers have been giv
6
Be the decision of the chair.” Mr. P. “ It is.” Jarvis, Mercer, Patten, Pickens, Glascock,
en by the British Government to the inquir to actual settlers, was further debated.
Charles Fox has
1
Whittlesey
of
Ohio,
Bouldin,
Thomas,
Pey

Mr.
A.
“
I
appeal.
”
Mr.
P.
“
The
gentle

fore
coming
to
any
decision
the
benate
went
Francis O. J. Smith has
ies made by the French Cabinet as to the in
1
ton, Thompson of Ohio, Lawler, Craig, Phil
into
executive
session,
and
shortly
afterwards
man
appeals
from
the
decision
of
the
chain
”
Blanks
tention of England in taking possession of St.
6
lips,
Thompson
of
S.
Carolina,
Bynum,
Mr.
A.
“
What
is
the
decision
of
the
chair
?
”
Sebastian, and retaining it as a guarantee for recessed.
This Report was accepted and Asa Reding
Mr. P. “ The decision is that it shall lay up Hawes, Boon, Briggs, Evans, Parks, and ton, Jr. declared duly elected.
her advances to Spain.”
Wise,
’
mutual
explanations
took
place,
and
“
What
is
if?
”
Mr.
THURSDAY, JAN. 26.
ion the <ble.” Mr. A.
The Convention then separated.
Spain.—As we anticipated, Gomez has athen, on «notion, the House adjourned.
gain escaped his pursuers. According to the
Passed to be enacted—Bills to authorise
Mr. Davis presented the petition of A. B. P. “The memorial.” Mr. A. “ What is
the reception of the State’s share of the Sur
latest intelligence, he was at the village of A- Quincy, stating that he had made a discovery the memorial. Mr. P. “ The memorial is—
SATURDAY, JAN. 28.
plus—making appropriations in part for the
greda, within seven leagues of the Ebro, with for determining the temperature of steam I don’t choose thus to be questioned/ Mr.
The House was occupied in the considera support of the Government.
the remains of his division.—This new es boilers, which was committed. Mr. Grundy A. “ But you have not seen the memorial.
The
House
knows
not
what
it
is.
How
can
tion
of
private
bills.
cape is said to have been owing to a mutiny offered a resolution, providing for the ap
Bill to remove the seat of Government
of the troops in Andalusia, by the connivance pointment of a joint committee to ascertain the House vote when they know not what
from Augusta to Portland, was reported by
they
are
to
vote
upon.
”
‘
“
The
previous
of the traitor Alaix, who, being irritated at and report a mode of examining the vote for
Mr. Humphrey from the Committee on En
jŒAÏÂE IÆGISEATIJRE
the Government’s depriving him of the com President and Vice President, and notifying question.” cried out many. “ Order,” cried
grossed Bills.
SENATE.
mand of a division, encouraged the troops to the persons elected. At the request of Mr. out more. “ Previous question for what ?”
Mr. Holmes of Alfred moved that the bill
mOtiny against Narvaez and to insist on his Clay, who wished to propose an amendment, asked Mr. A.—Previous question for—the
lie on the table until to-morrow.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 25.
The motion to lay the bill upon the table
being replaced at their head.
it was laid over for one. day. The bill for the, House was in such a snarl nobody knew.—
Mr. Littlefield, from the Committee on the
admission of Michigan having received thei But the previous question was put. Mr. Ad- Judiciary, reported that legislation is inexpe was then put and carried by the following
From Texas and Mexico.—The following is signature of the President, Mr. Grundy pre. ams got the ayes and noes, and when the
dient upon an order relative to costs in crim vote :—
from the Mobile Commercial Register of the sented the credentials of Lucius Lyon and main question was put, the Speaker was inal prosecutions, and also upon an order re
Yeas — York.—M essrs. Brooks, Holmes,
13th uh.
r.
John Norvell, chosen long ago by a legisla compelled to read the petition so as to let the lating to witnesses in criminal prosecutions. Hubbard, Seaver, &c. 88.
The intelligence from Mexico is of inter ture of the Territory of Michigan, as Senators House know about what they were to vote. And these reports were accepted.
Nays — York.—Messrs. Ayer, Barker,
est. M. Gorostiza arrived in the city of Mex of the United States. These gentlemen then This was all Mr. Adams wanted,—and he
A message was received from the Gover Came, Carll, Clark, Cook, Deering, Gowen,
sat
down
laughing
at
his
luck.
—
Mr.
Pierce,
ico, on the 15th Dec., which event will bring appeared, were sworn and took their seats.
nor transmitting the report of the Bank Com Johnson, Meeds, Paine, Patten, Perkins,
up at once for the decision of that govern The Land Bill was further considered, and ofNew Hampshire, then presented a me missioners and the same was referred to the Shapleigh, Towle, Walker, Waterhouse,
ment, the results of his mission to this coun postponed to the following day. The bill morial from 113 females of the town of Graf Committee on Banks, &c.
Wells, &c. 68.
try. On the same day, Gen. Bustamente ar designating the currency, which shall be re ton, stating that they had been prevailed on
Mr. Holmes of Alfred said he was instruct
Petitions presented and referred—By Mr.
rived from France, in the city of Mexico. ceivable in payments to the United States/ by false representations, to sign their names Greene, of John Anderson et als. for an al ed by the Committee on the Judiciary, to in
He is a candidate for the Presidency, and was taken up, amended and ordered to be to an abolition petition, which was presented teration of the Act regulating elections—by troduce the following order : —
to Congress at the last session, and praying
will probably be chosen. Report says he de engrossed. The Senate then adjourned,
Ordered, That the Committee on the Ju
that their names may be erased therefrom. Mr. Woodbury, ®f T. C. Upham and 73 oth
clared for the Federative System, which sets
ers, for the abolition of capital punishment— diciary be instructed to inquire whether it is
Many
other
abolition
petitions
were
present

him at once into opposition to Santa Anna.
FRIDAY, JAN. 27.
by Mr. Soule, of Henry H. Boody et als. for proper and expedient to address the Gover
ed, after which the House adjourned.
His success would be favorable to the princi
the same—by Mr. Strickland, of Silas Morse nor to remove any Judicial officer of the
Mr. Clay presentedamemorial from the
ples originally declared for by Texas—but in
et als. to be incorporated as a boot and shoe State, agreeably to the provisions of the Con
citizens of Washington, who are members of
her present posture, would it not be adverse
TUESDAY, JAN. 24.
Manufacturing Company—by Mr. Magoun, stitution.
the Colonization Society, praying for an act
to the hopes rested upon the supposed en
The Committee of Ways and Means was ofS. D. Reed et als. to be incorporated as a
of incorporation, and moved a reference of it
The order was passed without a division.
gagements of Santa Anna? The accounts
discharged from the further consideration of Granite Company.
Order from the Senate raising a commit
are confirmed, of extensive preparations for to the Committee on the District of Colum the memorial of the Board of Trade of New
Bill additional to an Act to provide for the
an invasion of Texas,—but the success of the bia. Some debate arose, which was brought York, praying for a National Bank, and it education of youth was once read and on tee to contract for State printing, was passed
efforts is rather problematical. Gen. Bra to a close by a motion to lay the petition on was laid on the table. Mr. Patton, from the motion of Mr. Severance referred to the in concurrence, ami Messrs. Redington of
Augusta, Barker of Limerick, Nevers of
vo’s army (say about 4000) is encamped at the table, which was agreed to by a vote of Joint Library Committee, reported a joint Committee on Literature, &c.
,
Sweden, Soule of Freeport, Eaton of RobMon terry, about 200 miles from Matamoras. 24 to 12. The Vice President gave notice resolution appropriating $30,000 for the pur
On motion of Mr. Mildram, the Senate re inston, Carlisle of Boothbay, and Tibbetts of
Another body of troops is at Matamoras, that he should vacate the chair on the fol chase of the manuscripts of the late James
considered their vote referring the report of Charleston, joined on the part of the House.
whither Gen. Bravo has gone to get them in lowing day.
Mr. Wright from the Committee on Fi Madison, referred to in the letter of Mrs. Mad the Bank Commissioners to the Committee
Mr. Johnson of Belfast presented the pe ti
readiness to enter Texas. But they are
ison to the President, lately communicated to on Banks, &c., and 1000 copies were order tion of a Convention held at Belfast, that the
clamoring for want of pay—and in a state of nance reported a bill for the reduction of the Congress. It was twice read and referred to
ed to be printed for the use of the Legisla State would subscribe to the stock of the
disorder from want of discipline and insubor revenue, entitled an act to alter and amend the committee of the whole. The bill for ad
ture.
the
several
acts
imposing
duties
on
imports,
Belfast and Quebec Railroad. The petition
dination. Five officers and several privates
mitting the State of Michigan to the Union
Ordered, That the Committee on the Ju was referred and ordered to be printed.
were shot for mutiny on the march to Mon- which was read twice, and made the special was taken up and debated.
diciary be instructed to inquire into the expe
terry, and hardly a day passes at Matamoras, order for Thursday next. Mr. Clay said that
diency of making further provision for the
he should oppose the Bill as an innovation
THURSDAY, JAN. 26.
without an execution for robbery.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 25.
protection of the interests of Mortgagors,
Mr. Lowell of East Machias moved to take
The Congress of Texas has adjourned to on the Compromise Act of 1833, especially
In the call of the States for the presenta their Assignees and Vendees.
up the bill providing for the removal of the
meet in April, at the new town of Houston. in the repeal of the duty on salt and coal.
Resolve to revise the Statutes of this State seat of Government from Augusta to Port
The army has encamped near Bexar, where He considered this as an attempt to re-open tion of resolutions, the State of Tennessee
came
up
referred
to
a
Joint
Select
Commit

the wounds of the country which had been being called, Mr. Bell offered the motion of
land, and to commit the bill to a Select Com
the President has gone to review it.
Texas has lost one of her most distinguish closed by the Compromise Act. Mr. Wright which he had previously given notice, for tee. The Senate concurred and joined mittee of the House, to consist of five, with
instructions to retire and report forthwith.
ed citizens in Col, Stephen F. Austin, who . stated that the amount to be reduced by this leave to introduce a hill to secure the. free Messrs. Benson, Woodman and Littlefield.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Ju
bill was about two millions and a half, of dom of elections. Before making his re
Mr. Vance of Readfield suggested a Com
died at Columbia on the 26th ult.
which the abolition of the silk duty alone marks in support of the motion he asked that diciary be instructed to enquire if any, and mittee of one from each County. Mr. Low
would be half a million. He laid on the ta- the bill might be read for the information of what, alterations are necessary in the laws ell so modified his motion.
[From the N. O. Commercial Bulletin, Jan. 10.] : ble a statement on which he said the rate of
the House, which was agreed to. The bill now in force for the relief of poor debtors.
This motion was then put and adopted,
We are indebted to a gentleman of this
duties was based.
was then read, consisting of three sections,
and the Chair announced the committee as
city, lor the following extract of a letter dated
THURSDAY, JAN. 26.
and forbids the interference of all officers and
follows :
VERA CRUZ, DEC. 1, 1836.
Passed to be enacted—Bills to authorize the
SATURDAY, JAN. 28.
agents of the government, in elections, by the
Messrs. Lowell of East Machias, Emery of
Dear Sir—Since my last a change has been
reception
of
the
State
’
s
share
of
the
surplus
;
contribution
of
money,
the
use
of
the
frank

The Vice President took leave of the board
Saco, Humphrey of Gray, Sheldon of Gardi
effected in the functionary of the comrnanmaking
appropriations
in
part
for
the
support
ing
privilege,
the
abuse
of
privileges
of
office,
ner, Shaw of Orono, Hubbard of Wiseasset,
dancia of the átate Vera Cruz. On the 10th in a brief and pertinent address. The Sen
or by threats, under penalty of a fine not ex of the Government.
Hastings of Acton, Hatch of Jackson, Chase
nil. Gen. Antonio de Castro assumed the ate proceeded to choose a president pro tern.
Several petitions were referred in concur of Moscow and Stinson of Deer Isle.
ceeding $1000, and in some cases, of removal
charge of this office by order of the supreme Mr. W. R. King, of Alabama, had 26 votes, |
from office. Mr. Bell proceeded to address rence with the House.
The Resolve providing fora return by the
government, but whose appointment is un and was chosen. Mr. Southard had 7^votes
Order from the House instructing the Com Cashiers of the Banks in this State of the
the House in favor of the bill until the expi
derstood to be only temporary, Gen. Victoria and there were four scattering, The Senate
mittee
on
the
Judiciary
to
enquire
whether
it
ration
of
the
hour,
when,
under
the
orders
of
names of Stockholders, was read a second
having been named by th»e Cabinet of Mexi proceeded in the debate upon the bill prescri
the day, the bill to provide for the admission is proper and expedient to address the Gov time.
co to fill the station and who it is expected bing the currency in which debts to the Uni
ernor
to
remove
any
Judicial
officer
of
the
of the State of Micbigen to the Union was
Mr. Emery of Saco moved to commit the
will soon reach this place. General Cuiaco ted Slates shall be paid.
taken up. The question pending at the last State, agreeably to the provisions of the Con- Resolve to the Committee on Banks and
Vasquz had become unpopular, and was, it
adjournment, being a demand for the previ ' stitution, was passed in concurrence.
Banking. Mr. Ide saw no necessity for that
is believed, consequently superceded.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ous question, the motion was sustained, and
as the resolve proposed only to carry out a
Within the last fortnight, intelligence has
FRIDAY, JAN. 27
the bill was ordered to be read a third time
MONDAY, JAN. 23.
provision of the law of 1831. Mr. Holmes of
been received at this place of a movement
■
by
a
vote
of
140
to
58.
It
was
then
ordered
Several
petitions
were
referred
in
concur

Alfred said he should vote in favor of the
The States being called for the presenta
against the administration at Papunlla, a
■ that the third reading take place now. On rence with the House.
resolve, and against the motion to commit,.
town near Tuspan.
An ancient guerilla tion of petitions, Mr. Adams inquired wheth
, the question of the final passage of the bill, it
unless the gentleman who introduced the re
warrior, an Indian of the name of Otarte, has j er the petition for the abolition of slavery,
; was debated by several gentlemen. At length
SATURDAY, JAN. 28.
,solve should consent to it. The motion to
taken up arms in favor of a change of gov-1 presented by him on a former day, was first
. Mr. Cushman rose to enquire whether the
Resolve requiring Cashiers of Banks to re commit was then put and rejected.
ernment, at the bead of about one thousand | in order. The Speaker decided that the pe
. question had not been enough debated, and turn the names of the Stockholders, was read
Mr. Gowen ofShapleigh moved to amend
men, principally Indians, and who it is sup- ¡ tition was disposed of by the resolution di
the resolve so as to require a return of the
posed may at this time possibly be in pos recting all petitions relating to slavery to bei declaring his opinion that it had, moved the the second time.
Mr. Magoun moved an amendment res “ place of residence” as well as the names of
laid on the table. From this decision Mr.. previous question. The call was sustained,
session of Tuspan.
• the main question was put and the bill pass- tricting the returns to the names of stock stockholders. Adopted, 117 in favor to 2
Should this prove true, his influence may Adams appealed. The decision was affirm
r ed, yeas 132, nays 43. The House then ad holders living within the State; and the a- against.
perhaps extend to Tampico. Troops have ed, after a debate which was terminated by
mendment was adopted.
journed.
The question was then taken, and the rebeen despatched from this to put Olarte the previous question, yeas 145, nays 32.
The amendment of the House requiring jsolve passed to be engrossed by the following
down, but which is somewhat doubtful. The
The Washington correspondent of the
THURSDAY, JAN. 26.
returns of the residence of stockholders, was vote :—
Jast advices from the interior were, that Gen Portland Advertiser gives the following amus
Mr. Bell resumed his remarks on his bill then adopted, and the Resolve was passed to Yeas.—York—Messrs. Ayer, Barker, Brooks,
eral Bravo, commander of the forces destin ing account of the subsequent proceedings in
to secure the freedom qf elections, which be engrossed.
Came, Carl), Clark, Cook, Deering, Emery,
ed for Texas, was at or near San Louis Poto the House on Monday :—
The petition of the Georgia Lumbering Gowen, Holmes, Hubbard, Johnson, Meeds,
was soon interrupted by the expiration of the
si—with about four thousand men, in place
“ Sir,” said Mr. Adams, “ I hold in my hour. The Milage bill was read the third Company for power to transact business in Paine, Patten, Perkins, Shapleigh, Towle,
of eight thousand as promised by govern
this State, came up referred to a Joint Select Waterhouse, Wells, &c.—157.
ment, and that in consequence of the govern hand a petition from 700”—women, I think time and debated at great length.
Committee consisting on the part of the
Nays.— York—Mr. Seaver, &c.—8*.
ment not having supplied the number of he said, in some town that he represents. “It
Hoose, of Messrs. Fox of Portland, Merritt
Several reports accepted in concurrence.
troops, and failed to raise the necessary prays tor the Abolition of Slavery in the Dis
FRIDAY, JAN. 27.
of Jay, Shapleigh of Eliot, Brown of Green,
Bill additional relating to the education of
means for prosecuting the campaign, Gener trict of Columbia.—[The House wakened up.]
Mr. Isaac G. Crary, of Michigan, appeared, and
,
Soule of Cambridge. The Senate con youth, was referred in concurrence. Mr.
al Bravo had, it is said, signified his intention It sets forth the wrongs of a portion of the
and Mr. Thomas moved that he be sworn curred
(
and joined on its part, Messrs. Greene, Paine of Sanford, from the Committee on
or wish to resign the command, but was wil human race. [The House was in a livelier
and admitted to a seat. Mr. Robertson op Woodman, and Higgins.
Contested Elections, made a report upon the,
ling to serve in the ranks. The troops were stir again.] 1 am sorry, sir, the House have
posed the motion, on the ground that at the
case of Hendrick W. Judkins and Jesse Gil
greatly disaffected—one regiment having re come to the conclusion not to permit to be
MONDAY, JAN. 30.
time
of
Mr.
Crary
’
s
election
Michigan
was
man, each claiming a seat from the district of
volted—consequently many executions of’ read such a petition as this, for I think it
On
motion
of
Mr.
Robinson
of
Kennebec,
not
a
State
of
the
Union,
and
that
any
elec

calculated to do good. It speaks of liberty,
Houlton, &c., concluding with the opinion)
officers and privates had taken place.
Ordered,
That
Messrs.
Robinson
of
Ken

tion made by the people of the Territory, be
that Hendrick W. Judkins is constitutionally
There is little reason to believe that the sir. It sets forth the rights of man.” Sir,
nebec,
Ham,
Greene,
Burr
and
Magoun
be
a
fore it became a State, must be null and void.
elected, and accompanied by a resolve.
projected campaign will ever go into effect— and sir again—and here he prepared for a
—Mr. Thomas replied, and cited the cases of Committee, with such as the House may join,
the want of money, men and officers to lead flourish, and the House rung with cries of
“ order,” and Mr. Adams was compelled to several of the new Slates, in which the mem to report the time, place and manner to be
are insurmountable obstacles.
FRIDAY, JAN. 27.
prescribed by the Legislature of this State, in
The Mexican navy, consisting of the Vin- sit down. But as soon as the House was bers who first took their seats, must have making choice of a Senator from this State
Petitions presented and referred— by Mrbeen
chosen
before
the
ratification
of
their
cedor del Alamo, the Bravo, the Fama and quieted, he rose up again, nothing daunted.
Holmes of Alfred, of Jeremiah Goodwin to
respective constitutions by Congress. Mr. in the Senate of the United States.
the Urrea, and the brig, the American brig His eye ran over the large pile of petitions
he admitted to practice as an Attorney—by
Huntsman
called
for
the
reading
of
the
mem

that
lay
upon
his
table,
and
he
picked
anoth

Fourth of July, is at present in this port, all
Mr. Fox of Portland of Georgia Lumbering
ber
’
s
certificate
of
election,
which
was
dated
TUESDAY,
JAN.
31.
with the exception of the latter, which is dai er out. This was from 70 or 80 women, as
company to be permitted to transact business
Nov. 11, 1835.—Mr. Huntsman called for the
Several bills were read once.
ly expected to arrive from Tampico, andI he said, in the small town of Hanson in his
in this State—-by Mr. Wells of Hallowell,, of
previous question, which was sustained, and
which they are unable to put to sea for want district. Making use of his privilege to state
Eliphalet Clark et als. to be incorporated by
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 1.
the brief contents of the petition, he began the question being taken on the motion that
of ............
means.
A message was reeeived from the House the name of the New York and Kennebunk'
The American seamen, eight in number, another speech. A cry of“ order,” “ order,” the member be now qualified, it was decided
Granite Company.
,
v
belonging to the United States sloop of war compelled him to stop again. And then he in the affirmative, yeas 150, nays 32. Mr. informing the Senate that the House have port
A communication was received from the
reconsidered their vote passing to be engross
Natchez, and who were imprisoned at this I drew forth another, and another, and another; Crary was qualified and took his seat.
i
I
»
/• . i
___ _ ________ __ Jkfo'-«.-*
»-»r l
»-»/-» ■ ■ •-» n ennonh
Mr. Johnson, of Virginia, reported a bill in ed the bill to remove the seat of government Secretary of State, transmitting by the direc
place
by order
of
the ilate military
command.' < —r.and
upon each Khe made
up a speech, so
tion of the Governor, three volumes of docu
he was out of order, a man was creasing the compensation of clerks, which from Augusta to Portland, have taken the
ant general, were released and delivered 1^5 that when
'
ments relative to the proceedings of the Com
the charge of the consul of the United State Compelled to speak quickly to make a call to was twice read and committed. An alterca same into a new draft and have passed the missioners under the fourth article of »’
Bill
(as
taken
into
a
new
draft)
to
be
engross

tion
then
arose,
of
which
the
qq^^ondevA
order,
before
all
the
speech
was
out.
on the 25th ult. No proofs, as 1 am inform
Mr. Adams at last came to a Petition of a of the Baltimore American gjyes the follow ed. The Senate concurred with the House in treaty of Ghent.
ed, have been produced of the criminality of
„.v. bill
.....to
____
reconsidering the vote passing the
beI Mr. Lowell ofEast Machias, from the con.
somewhat different character. It prayed ing notice.
these seamen.
engrossed
and in
into —a new
mittee------to whom
U
1
......
... taking the bill
W
-------------------------------------- ---- had been referred the bill to,
Mr.
Jarvis
moved
tiO.
take
up
the
bill
to
I look; upon this country as on the verge Congress to stop the traffic of slaves between
i
m»
i »11
i_____• ___ J—! <L... _I
mofl t from
draft.
The
as x taken
a new
draft was
of ilnunm
Government
from
X lit? bill
IJIII <13
tClHt?lX into
111 LU it
IJCVV Him»
»i no j the
mo removal of the seat
» v*
v
—-----of ruin, andunless there be a change in af the United States and Texas. “This does provide for the enlistrpent of boys in the na lllilll»
read
a
first
and
second
time.
A
motion
to
’
Augusta
to
Portland,
reported
the
same in 8a
fairs, it may become necessary for England, not come within the rule,” said Mr. A. “ It val service, of the United States.
Mr. Bell opposed th as it would encroach postpone indefinitely was negatived, yeas 10 new draft.—[The new draft provides that the
France or some other power to assume a does though,” said Mr. Speaker Pollp “ But
upon
the very brief and already partly con —nays 15. A motion to refer it to the next* question “shall the seat of Government be.
it
does
not
”
added
Mr.
Adams.
“
But
it
guardianship over it, inasmuch, as it is appa
sumed
hour which he would have for the Legislature was decided *n the affirmative,* removed from Augusta to Portland .’ ba
rently utterly unqualified fo. control its affairs does,” added Mr. Polk. To “ order,” “ order,”
<l submitted to the people in September nextt
purpose
ef concluding his remarks in support yeas 17—-nays 8.
and v. prder” again vyas the cry. M^. Adams
as a nation.
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f the Govermoeni
remove the seat’ of
'".su‘ to Portland, ?'■

'"'7 of Alfred
’«hie until to-morrow.
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P“’ a'»d earned by
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Seaver, &c. 88.
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ie following order:d, That the Commineera |||.
J instructed to inquire^;
id expedient to address fc
■move any Judicial
eeably to the provisiousilfe

der was passed without i ft
from the Senate raising a
»tract for Statepriminp^
•rence, and Messrs. Ri%
Barker of Limerick, hi
Soule of Freeport,
arlisle of Booihbay, and Bi
m, joined on the partohHi
hnson of Belfast piwrt|i
Convention held at
ii Id subscribe to the si«Hi
id Quebec Railroad, ftp
red and ordered to be jmM
thursmt, hi,I
well oi East Mackmnwia1
II providing for iherewili
Government from Augam!
1 to commit lhe bill to aSeW
f lhe House, to consist offe/
>ns to retire and report Mir
mce of Readfield siiggadu
’ one from each County. K
idified his motion,
motion was then pulatt
Chair announced ibecomiii

t. Lowell of East Machias,
nnphrey of Gray, SlielilwA
w of Orono, Hubbard oife
of Acton, Hatch of W
iw and Stinson ofDeerli
Resolve providing foratewb1
of the Banks in this
f Stockholders, was reah®
mery of Saco moved to*;
to the Committee *
Mr. Ide saw nonecessiljr
solve proposed only J jj
.oflhelawofMf
aid he should vote in *
and against the mot« *
ie gentleman who in#.
lOuld consent lo it.
was then put an <
tewen of Shapleigh niot ,
ve
ve so
so as
a» to
iv require
—r I*
. (
>fresidence"-**
ders. Adopted, «

uestionwaethenteta*

ssed to be engrossed
_yorj—Messrs. Ayer
>rll, Clark, Cook.
Holmes, Hubbard, * .
Patten, Pertoe,
oiise, Wells,
_yorj_Mr. See«? »
„1 reports accepts »
dditional reta*«*,
was referred in
U
,f Sanford, from llw Si
M Elections, madea ef 5
Hendrick W.
eb claiming a »J j,

,, &e.,
„drickWJudkta
and aceompemed’i

an, presenl^
of Allred, dWJ *
tied io P'ffLjel*
t of Portland of G >i
ytobeperrnrl* i(BJf
State—by Mr.
B, Clark et ataio^i»
,e of the New to8’
.„ite Company- ^,|j
urniinicaiion
ry of State,!«J
the Cover“l’r,„Le*,t
elative to the P fturlb pld
ers under t*ie
fG'la"%astM»chi«<'
.ewellofEs’tt
e(s«l
o whom had been
oval of the nea p«
j l0 Portland, rep
f -[The newdrs' ^
n “shall the * t
'i.fr.0.'n.>ASplo»s!'

the votes returned to the Governor and
Council, and if a majority of the votes return
ed are in favor of a removal, the Governor is
to convene the next Legislature at Portland.]
The bill was twice read, and to-morrow as
signed for its third reading.

[communicated.]
Ohio Senator.—William Allen, of ChiliMr. Remich—If you please to give the cothe, was elected U. S. Senator from Ohio,
following a place in your paper, it will let
__SATURDAY, FEB. 4S 1837.
by the Legislature of that State, on the 18th
the inhabitants of the County of York know
Banks in Maine.—We have received the something of what is done in the dark, and ult., for six years from the 4th of March next,
Report of the Commissioners appointed by will confer a favor on your friend.
when Mr. Ewing’s (whig) term of service
the Executive “ to enquire into and examine
expires. Mr. A. is a Van Buren man, and
SATURDAY, JAN* 28.
To the Governor of the state of Maine, A. was chosen on the 13th balloting, having 55
Mr. Comstock of Lubec moved that the the doingsand transactions of the several in
report of the Committee on Contested Elec corporated banks in this State.” The com D. 1835.—The undersigned represent that of 107 votes. It will be recollected that Otions be now taken up. Upon this motion a missioners examined fifty-five Banks, of which i the present Board of County Commissioners,
¡for the County of York, are not satisfactory hiogavea whig majority in November of
long and desultory debate arose, in the
to ***v
the j to the Democratic party, and ought not to about 10,000, and that, at the General Elec
- were- in
— operation
-r--------- iprevious
----- — w
course of which the motion was advocated thirty-six
by Messrs. Holmes of Alfred, Parris of Buck close of the last session of the Legislature, I ^)e ^ont,nued in office ; and therefore recom- tion, the whig candidate for Governor was
Enoch W®?d,.
Acton, Simeon
field, Vance of Readfield, Vance of Calais, and nineteen have commenced business since '
chosen by a majority nearly as large—but in
Foster of Pembroke, Comstock of Lubec and that period. The whole amount of the Cap »trout, Jun. of Limington, and Stephen
consequence
of the vile manner in which the
Woodman,
Jun.
of
Buxton,
as
suitable
per

Gardiner of Paris, and opposed by Messrs.
Lowell of East Machias, Humphrey of Gray, ital Stock of the several Banks paid in is sons to be appointed. We believe it unne- State was districted for the choice of Sena
$5,074,740 50; Bills in circulation $2,226747; I cessary to state any other reason for this tors and Representatives, by the Jackson Le
and Emery of Saco.
After an animated discussion of about an Profits and undivided dividends $144,999 40 ; ( measure, than our confident belief that the gislature of 1835, a minority of the voters
hour’s length, Mr. Lowell and Mr. Humph Deposits $1,200,904 88 ; Due Banks and other general wish of the Democratic party in this
County clearly indicates this course, and its succeeded in electing a majority of the mem
rey withdrew their opposition to the motion,
incorporations <674,272 51. To,tai amount best interests will be promoted if its wishes bers of the State Legislature !
and it prevailed without a division.
—-------- ---- A
I
The House then took up the report of the due from the Banks, $9,321,664 29.-The total thus expressed are promptly carried into ef
The Storm of the 21st and 22d ult. ex
Committee on contested elections, the ques amount of the resources of the Banks is $9,- fect.
York County, July, 1835.
tended as far South as Washington, where,
tion being on the motion of Mr. Comstock of 316,697 34, viz : Notes and Bills discounted
Signed by
Lubec to fill the blank in the Resolve, re
according
to the National Intelligencer, “ the
$7,733, 572 37 ; Real Estate $125,009 69 Solomon Strout,
ported by that Committee, with the name of
Solomon Anderson, snow was drifted in such a manner as to
Specie
$351,751
54
;
Bills
and
Checks
on
John L. Lawrence,
Hendrick W. Judkins.
Exvina Small,
considerably embarrass travelling.” In Bal
A debate ensued which continued until other Banks $309,577 21 ; Deposits in other James Frisbee.
Isaac Merrill,
timore snow fell to the depth of 14 inches.
nearly dark, in which Messrs. Lowell of Banks $782,858 38 ; Expenses $13,928 09.— David Lewis,
Thomas D. Lock,
Joseph Woodman,
East Machias, Paine of Sanford, Holmes of
Samuel
Bradbury,
An election was held, recently, in Indiana,
Alfred, Sproul of Waldoboro’, Vance of Cal Total amount of liabilities of Directors $],- Thomas Frisbee,
Thomas C. Lane,
118,722 77 ; Permanent Deposits in Boston or James Goodwin,
ais and Hunt of Gorham participated.
Miles W. Stuart,
to fill a vacancy jn the present Congress oc
The question was then taken, and the elsewhere $111,000. The Commissioners John Trafton,
J. Woodman, Jr.
casioned by the death of Mr. Kinnard. Mr.
House refused to insert the name of Mr. Jud complain, that in some of the new Banks, Tristam Redman,
Wm. Rice,
Herod, the whig candidate, was successful.
James Thomas,
kins by the following vote .•—
Joseph Woodman,
Kinnard was a Van Buren man.
leas— York—Messrs. Gowen, Holmes, many deficiences and irregularities in the George Small, Jr.
Stephen Lane;
Hubbard, Johnson, Meeds, Paine, Seaver, records and early proceedings were discover Barzellar Small,
Samuel Sawyer,
The Legislature of North Carolina have
Wells, &c. 75.
ed, which, although deserving of severe rep Reuben Gelkey,
T. D. Edgerly, Jr.
ceased, praying that administration, with the
James
Small,
Nays— York—Messrs. Ayer, Barker, Came, robation, are probably attributable rather to
Wm. Sawyer, Jr.
appropriated the portion of the Surplus Rev will annexed, of the estate of said deceased
Zen as P. Lane.
Carll, Clark, Cook, Deering, Emery, Pat
enue belonging to that State, to internal im rnaA»?^"ted to lhe 8aid Petitioner :
ten, Perkins, Shapleigh, Towle, Walker, Wa neglect or misapprehension of the law, than
It seems that the above named self-apORDERED—That the petitioner give no
to any design to violate its provisions. “ The pointed organs of the Jackson Junto party provements and the support of Education.
terhouse, &c. 78.
tice hereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
A motion was then made to fill the blank Directors’ Records in many cases, as well in have ruled in the hour of darkness over the
diary of Congressional proceed to all persons interested in said estate, by
with the name of Jesse Gilman, but it was the old, as in the new Banks, were but little County of York ; yea, over the Senators and
ings,
in
the
preceding columns, will be causing a copy of this order to be published
negatived by the following vote :—
Representatives of the Jackson party from
m the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
better than a blank.”
“ The law providing
said County ; yea, over the Governor and found to possess considerable interest.
Yeas.— York—Messrs. Ayer, Came, Deer
nebunk, m said county, three weeks suc
for the suppression of small bills has been Council of this enlightened State of Maine.
ing. Emery, Perkins, Shapleigh, &c. 60.
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
JVays—’Ybrfc—Messrs. Barker, Carll, Clark, carried into faithful operation so far as it de These persons commit hostilities in the hour
lhe Legislature of New Hampshire, at its nn'it1 G beMOdJnatSaC0’ ’n Sa'd COUnty,
Gowen, Holmes, Hubbard, Johnson, Meeds, pended on the Banks.” Of the 55 Banks ex of darkness, or in secret, (savage like) with late session, passed an act prohibiting the on the first Monday in March next, at ten of
Paine, Patten, Seaver, Tuwle, Walker, Wa
out any manifesto and without assigning any circulation and emission of bank bills of a the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
amined, all except 14 make permanent de reasons for their conduct.
terhouse, Wells, &c. 98.
if any they have, why the prayer of said pe
These are our privileges and liberties !— less denomination than five dollars.
Mr. Lowell of East Machias moved to a- posits in Boston.
tition should not be granted.
*
while striving to maintain the Republican
mend the Resolve by striking out all after
Gen. JacksoiThas had another attack
A
AltE"’ Regi*l"rof
T
he
S
urplus
.
—
We
learn
from
the
Argus,
the word resolved, and inserting—“ that nei
cause, that the People should have equal hemorrhage at the lungs—so says rumor.
ther Hendrick W. Judkins or Jesse Gilman that the Joint Select Committee of the Leg rights and privileges,—an irresponsible cabal
February 4. W” Co™
*•«>•*«■
is entitled to a seat in this House.”
islature of this State, to which was referred rule us with a rod of iron—demanding that
Mr. Poindexter was recovering rapidly at
The amendment was adopted, and the Re
certain officers be removed, and that certain
so much of the Governor’s message as re individuals be appointed to their places, with the last accounts from Natchez.
solve passed as amended.
The National Arithmetic.
lates to the Surplus Revenue, have voted u- out deigning to consult the public wishes or
A NE?V Stereotype edition of the above
Executive Appointments.—Nathaniel Clark
nanimously to divide it among the towns. interests in relation to the subject—but only
.
valuable work, with corrections and
MONDAY, JAN. 30.
lhe “ wishes” and “ interests” of a fete ambi Esq. of Danville, Cumberland County, to be’ improvements, has just been published by
The
basis
on
which
the
division
is
to
be
made
Mr. Holmes of Alfred presented an order
Inspector
General
of
Beef
and
Pork.
tious politicians who style themselves “ the
to raise a committee to employ a copving has not been fixed upon as yet.
Joseph G. Cole, Esq. of Paris, to be Clerk Robert S. Davis, Boston, combining the
Democratic party.”
Analytic and Synthetic Methods, in which
clerk so long as may be necessary. The’ or
of the Judicial Courts fbr the County of Ox
the principles of Arithmetic are explained
ford.
der was supported by Messrs. Holmes, Vance
New Hampshire.— The republican party
[From the Baltimore American of 25th ult.j
and illustrated in a perspicuous and familiar
of Read field, Emery of Saco, Wells of Hal in New Hampshire appear to be in rather an
County of York.—Israel Chadbourne, Al
Alarm in the Creek Nation.—Intelligence
manner ; containing also practical systems of
lowell, Paine of Sanford and Lowell of East
fred,
Sheriff
;
Elijah
Littlefield,
Wells,
In

has just been received in our city that the In
Mensuration of Superficies and Solids, GuaMachias, and opposed by Messrs. Parris ofi inharmonious state at the present time. Gov.
spector of Hops.
Geometry and Book-Keeping, by single
Buckfield, Knowlton ofMontville and Fos- ’ Hill’s popularity is evidently on the wane. dian Warriors who were encamped about 25
miles from this place under charge of Lieut. YORK COUNTY TEMPERANCE SO and double entry ; forming a complete Mer
ter of Pembroke.
He is denounced, by a portion ot the faithful,
cantile Arithmetic ; designed for schools and
Mr. Littlefield of Minot moved to amend | in consequence of a recommendation, in his Sloan, broke loose yesterday morning, and
CIETY.
took to the woods, carrying with them their
academies—by Benjamin Greenleaf, A. M.
sn mq
niitnnriQo tko
i t •
?
theA nriipr
order so
as tn
to authorise
lhe Committee to I Messa
A meeting of the “ York County Temper
rifles, ammunition, &c.
Preceptor of Bradford Academy.
employ some person as a Copying Clerk I ’---- ige' to the Legislature in November last,
ance Society” will be held in Alfred, on Tues
Their number is some two hundred, and
This work contains much practical infor
Draftsman, but the motion was lost, 9 voting to receive the quota of the surplus revenue
day evening, February 21, 1837, when the
’ j belonging
to loan
it to
in favor of it and 127 against it.
_ „ to that State and ____
____
_ ond there is every reason to believe that they are officers of the Society for the year ensuing mation relating to foreign and domestic busi
as hostile as at any period of the late Creek
ness transactions, being well adapted both for
Mr. Foster of Cherry field moved an amend- | or
companies incorporated
vi more
mure vuiupames
incorporated for
for the
the nurpur- war. A family came into town last evening, will be chosen. An Address may be expect the merchant and mechanic. A complete ament fixing the compensation of the copying1
’
ed from Samuel Emerson, M. D. of Kenne
nalysis, or mathematical demonstration, has
clerk at a sum not exceeding $2 per diem ;■ pose of constructing works of internal im- who had fled from alarm, stating that the In bunk
C. R. HUBBARD, Sec.
been given of all the principal Rules, As
and this amendment was accepted by Mr.’ provement, &c. This portion of his message dians appeared numerous in the neighbor
February 4, 1837.
hood where they had lived.
much mental arithmetic has been introduced,
Holmes.
they contend is inconsistent with his former
as was (teemed necessary for students gener
On motion of Mr. Redington of Augusta,, professions, and “ contrary to the best interKennebunk Lyceum.
ally. It also contains much original matter,
The War in Florida.—The following is the
the yeas and nays were ordered upon the
The
next
meeting
will
be
held
on
Thurs

! estsof the people and the principles of de latest intelligence which we have of the op
passage of the order and taken as follows
day evening next, February 9,1837, at Wash particularly the method of adding and subington Hall, commencing at 1-4 before 7 tiacting fractions that have a common nu
Yeas— York— Messrs. Ayer, Brooks, Came, mocracy.” The New Hampshire (Ports erations of the Seminole War.
C
harleston, Jan. 20.—More Troops for o clock.—Question eor Discussion—Does merator.
mouth)
Gazette
leads
off
in
the
opposition
to
Carll, Clark, Deering, Emery, Holmes, Hub
It is believed that no similar work, of the
bard, Meeds, Paine, Patten, Perkins, Water Isaac’s heterodoxy, and carries on the warfare Florida.—Five Companies of South Carolina the Literature oj the day exert a beneficial or
volunteers, destined for Florida, numbering injurious effect on the minds and morals of the same compass, has so much valuable matter;
house, &c. 69.
with much spirit and independence.—A Dem 296 non-commissioned officers and privates
and from the many testimonials of approba
community
J
Nays—York—Messrs. Barker, Cook, John
tion which the author of this work has re
Feb. 4, 1837.
son, Shapleigh, Seaver, Towle, Walker ocratic Convention recently held in Hillsbo arrived here yesterday.
ceived from teachers of distinction, the Pub
rough Council District adopted resolutions
Jacksonville, Jan. 12.—Indian signs are
Wells, &c.-91.
lisher has great confidence in presenting it to
disapproving, in strong terms, of that portion reported to be plenty between Black Creek
hymeneal
the attention of teachers, school committees«
and
Newmansville.
A
body
of
men
have
of the Governor’s Message which relates to
MARRIED In this town, on Thursday and all interested in the cause of education.
gone to scour that section of country, and to
TUESDAY, JAN. 31.
lor sale, at the Publisher’s prices, by the
the surplus revenue, and a democratic Con give the Indians battle if they can be found. morning- last, by Rev. Mr. Wells, Mr. John 8.
Most of the forenoon was occupied on the
D. REMICH.
Gen. Jesup left Dade’s battle ground on Hartwell, of Littleton, Mass, to Miss Martha dozen or single copy, by
bill to submit to the people the question of vention, for the first senatorial District, held
daughter of Mr. Nathan Wells of this town. ’
Kennebunk, Feb. 4, 1837.
removing the seat of Government to Port at Portsmouth on the 25th ult., ,1 heartily’ the 20th December, leaving there about 200 • ^iJ*ordand> Mr. George Owen, to Miss Lou
land. Mr. Holmes of Winthrop moved to a- concurred in the sentiments advanced by the regular troops and 500 Indians, and taking isa Merrill.
NEW PAPER
with him to Tampa Bay, 300 Alabamians
mend it by inserting the word ‘ permanent' Hillsborough meeting.
In Norridgewock, Mr. Silas W. Thompson of
On the other hand, and 100 regular troops and mariners. While
so as to make it read « established as the
N. to Miss Maria Hussey of Fairfield.
IT is proposed to issue every Saturday Evepermanent seat of government.”
After a a Convention for Rockingham Council Dis absent, Gen. Jesup will make an expedition
” mng, in the city of New York, a weekly
warm discussion the amendment was nega trict, held al Epping, adopted, among others, to Pease Creek ; in which direction, all the
OBITUARY
paper of the largest dimensions, in quarto
tived 97 to 69, nearly all the Cumberland and a resolution approving all the measures of signs indicate that the hostiles have gone.
DIED—In Kennebunk-port, 27th ult. Mr. Is form, entitled
York members voting against it.
the State Executive, although not without Gen. Jesup will return to Dade’s battle
ground in ten days, with a sufficient addi rael Dorman, a soldier of the Revolution aIn the afternoon, after some discussion, a
The World I
ged 86 years.
Literaiy, Poetical, Fashionable, Dramatic
motion to refer to the next Legislature was considerable opposition from the minority of tional force to make 2000 in all.
In York, 18th ult. Mrs. Deborah, wife of Mr. Sporting, Musical, &c. &c. &c.
negatived ; several amendments proposed by the Committee by which it was reported.
JACKSONVILLE, JAN. 18 — 4, P. M.
Abel Gerry, aged 71 years.
The first number of which will be publish
Mr. Vance of Calais, one of them to leave the
The Army.—Mr. Keer, who arrived at this
Mr. Hill will probably be opposed by a
In Parsonsfield, 27th ult. Mr. Stephen Ricker
ed on Saturday evening, January 21st, 1837.
question open for the people to decide where
portion of his former friends, in March, but place last Tuesday from Fort Drane, gives us aged 80 years—a revolutionary soldier—formerly
TERMS—¿5 A YEAR.
the seat of government shall be established,
the following information :
of Wells.
J
SINGi^1''NUMBERS 12£ CENTS.
were cut off* by the previous question, when we presume with little or no prospect of de
On Thursday of last week, he met on ex
In South Berwick, 22d ult. Mrs. Mary, wife of
Advertisernd.e,s inserted at the usual rates.
feating his re-election.
the bill passed to be engrossed, 94 to 82.
press fron? G’ert. Jesup, bearing orders for all Mr. Dearborn Jewett, aged 76 years.
In Berwick, Mr. Benjamin Wentworth, aired An edition of z
the wagons’at Black Creek to be sent with
’ s
(t/^A very large public meeting was held provisions to Fort Drane. The express left 76 years.
20,000 copies will be printed
WEDNESDAY, FE^. 1.
In Great Falls village, 21st ult. Mr. Eben Le- of the first number, as a Prospectus, to be cir
in Portland, on the evening of the 27th ult. the army under. Gen. Jesup, not 7ar "from
gro.
Several orders passed, reports accepted,
culated throughout every portion of the Uni
“ for the purpose of taking into consideration Dade’s battle ground, on the march from
In Saco, Mrs. Mary Cook, aged 72 years.
ted States and Canadas*
and petitions referred in concurrence with
Tampa to Fort Drane, where the army has
In
York,
Mrs.
Narcissa,
wife
of
Samuel
Lunt,
the best means of affording general relief in
* the Senate.
Editors publishing the above prospectus
arrived before this.
Esq. aged 57 years.
relation to the high price of provisions, and
will be entitled to a free exchange.
The hostile Indians had not been fallen in
In Eliot. 19th ult. Mary Jane, youngest daugh
WILLIAM W. SNOWDEN.
particularly of flour.” Resolutions, strong with by the army. Jim Boy, of the Creeks, ter of the late Mr. Oliver Trevett, of Poughkeep
NEW ORDER OF KNIGHTHOOD.
JOSEPH M. CHURCH.
The following individuals received from ly denunciatory of those “ who speculate for has, however, been successful in taking sixty sie, N. Y. aged 5years and 3 months.
HO William Street.
In Hollis, 24th ult. Mr. Horace Sands, of Port
•• the, hands of Martin Van Buren the accolade, gain in the necessaries of life,” were adopted. negro prisoners, near the Ocklawaha. These land,
aged 30 years.
New-York, January 12, 1837.
. on the night of the 16th of January, 1837, and It was also resolved to “ use all lawful and negroes, said to be Indian negroes, were arm
In Limingion, 7th ult. Mrs. Margaret, wife of
ed and made resistance, but were iso com
, are received into the order as “ KNIGHTS
Mr. Nathaniel Cousins, aged 53 years
NOTICE.
OF THE BLACK LINES.” They want honorable means to discountenance and dis pletely surprised, that they were ^secured
In New York, on the 24th ult. Hon. Josiah A LL persons having accounts open with
with
only
two
wounded
of
the
friendly
courage
speculations
in
flour,
and
as
far
as
fame, and so far as we can aid them, they
Ogden Hoffman, an Associate Judge of the Su ■As- the subscriber, for Papers or Adverti
shall have it. They shall stand thus in our possible abstain from its use, until its owners Creeks.
perior Court ofNew York, and formerly known sing, are requested to call and settle the
as Attorney Geperal of the State and Recorder same immediately, as he is very desirous that
columns until they are known, and we trust will sell it at its fair and just value.” A
Santa Anna.—Gen. Santa Anna left^Wash of the city.
that every independent Journal in the United
..
all his accounts should be settled in the
committee
was
appointed
‘
to
wait
on
the
ington on Thursday morning, accompanied
; S.tates-.will lend their aid to give them a like
course of the present winter, as he contem
consignees of flour in Portland, and request by his Aid, Colonel Almonte, and Capt. Tat __
SfflPOW
v celebrity.—U. S. Telegraph.
plates making some new arrangement« in his
them to communicate immediately with the nall ot the U. S. Navy, for Baltimore, and
KENNEBUNK FEB. 4, 1837.
LIST OF THE
business.—All persons having demands athere
embarked
on
the
same
day
at
three
owners thereof, and require them to allow it
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to be sold at a fair price, or provide for its said that he would embark immediately on
Cid. at New York, 21st ult. brig Lexington,
„
' JAMES K. REMICHk
reshipment!’
Wise,
Mobile.
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0
his arrival at Norfolk on board one of the
Kennebunk, Dec. 28, 1836.
Cid. at New Orleans, 18th ult. barque Nim
We much doubt whether the proceedings government vessels there, and sail for Vera
JUDAH DANA,
“
rod, Patterson, Havre.
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wanted in payment for
Cruz.
This
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enable
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of this meeting will have a tendency to pro
Henry Hubbard, New Hampshire.
to arrive in Mexico before the expiration of
At Bremen, Dec. 10, Diantha, Thompson, for
John Page,
“
mote, in the smallest degree, the object for the term of his presidency.
Baltimore, ready.
John M.dMites, Connecticut.
FAMILY FLOijR?
which it was called. The high price of pro
At Gibraltar, 2d Dec brig Ganza, Water
. Silas Wright, New- York.
house, from New Orleans via Newport.
TENNESSEE FLOUR.
visions is a subject of general complaint and
N. P.,Tallmadge, “
Gen. Scott.—We learn from the corres
Sailed from Marseilles, Nov. 24, barque Vero OW “ fancy brand
also, 500 bushete
is probably attributable, in a great measure, pondent of the New York Courier & Enquir na, Perkins, Boston.
■ Garret p. Wall, New Jersey;
Corn, yellow flat, just received and for sale by
James Buchanan, Pennsylvania.
to the spirit of speculation, but it is hardly er, that the defence of General Scott was
v
t J. G. PERKINS.
William C. Rives, Virginia.
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Ann Maria, Robinson, from Portland
Kennebunk-port, Jam 3, 1837.
worth
while to get up a great excitement a- able and eloquent, and that the Court has forSehr.
Bedford Brown, North Carolina.
H
Richmond, and last from York, where she
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Robert. Strange,
«
1 bout the matter. Let individuals, in public ating him "from all censure, and declaring put in in distress, was cast away on Thatcher’s
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. Felix Grundy, Tennessee.
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not
under
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hoon, Upham & Usley.—Vessel insured in Bos ’ ▼
Cow, for which a fair price will be
Robert C. Nicholas, Louisiana;
I cle, while the price exceeds a certain sum, trol.—Boston Pat.
ton, cargo in Richmond.
paid. Inquire of the printer.
. John Tipton, Andzana.
if they are disposed to do so—the movement
Kennebunk, Jan. 3,1837.
Robert J. Walker, Mississippi.
From New Orleans.—The
Tennessee
l or Sale or to Let,
John M. Robinson, iUinois.
can be made quietly, and will be quite as ef troops, on their return from Florida, arrived
A
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and
well
Wm. L. D. Ewing,
“
fectual in bringing about the desired change .at New Orleans from Tampa Bay about the
Social Library.
finished two story dwelling
Wm. R. King, Alabama.
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Thomas H. Benton, Missouri.
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“
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i
way thence to their respective homes. at Kennebunk Landing, nearly opposite annual meeting for the choice of officers, &c.
Robert Fulton,, Arkansas.
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, .
„
r -----r------- — — i Messrs. Bourne & Kingsbury’s. For further evening, February 6, 1837, at half past & •
Ambrose H. Sevier, “
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That which Lucy had DR. CHASE’S

truth came at last,
stood bethought it a sin to think on, now
fore her lamentable and sure reality—her
husband was an irreclaimable drunkard !
Lucy died early—but nqt before the last
ray
ray of
of hone
hpiie was
was quenched in that stricken
bosom, and a deathlike withering came over
her
heart
every beautiful flower
her
heart—
—not
thad until
of affection
drooped and withered away,

~

age-
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entitles
his
testimony,
in
re
Cream of Amber—for pimpled faces ,
over me.. bnt I »«<•'* >°
'«i,for ,wh-v found
......................
..
. -.
in the State.
It will standr the drought
Cholie, Bilious Affections, %c.
gard to the upe of his Anti-dyspeptic Pills, to
Chemical
Ink-for
metallic
pens.
«bould 1 dim that laffV picture ot happiness gn(j fto8t |ongor than any other farm tn the
the entire confidence of the PulE^*WKg „
O
comment on the efficacy of these
Groceries.
Inti ,r.v tears ?
vicinity. For further particulars enquire o.
Pills, after a successful experience ot
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinnamon ;
W'l have said that Lucy Carrol became the SAMUEL ADAMS, Esq. Cape Neddtck
For sak» in New-York by Leavitt, Lord &
many years in England and America ha.
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil of Nutmegs ,
wife of Durwood—and alas !_she became his Corner.
Co. 180, Broadway ; Boston, B. B. Murzey ;
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do. ;
established their reputation, is needless. ■
Dec. 24,1836.
victim also. The blight fell.early on the
Extract of Mace—for richness and dalicaey Portsmouth, N. H. Brackett Hutchings ; Do Suffice it to observe, that for redundancy of
rose and the worm revelled atmd its leaves.
ver,
Asa
A.
Tufts
;
E.
Goodale,
.Saco,
Me
;
of flavor superior to any spice in use ;
Benjamin Johnson, Alfred ; Daniel Remich, Bile Flatulence, Cosliveness, Headache,
. We need not trace George Dur wood on his
Extract of Orange and Lemon ;
&c ’&c. they will undoubtedly prove far
Essence of Rose and Rose water ; Ginger , Kennebunk.
erring path of folly and dis^?a^on ^rrnugh rip
HE subscriber
subscriber having
having contracted
contract wiu>
nHE
with
General Agent,
more serviceable than those drastic purges
Pimento ; Preserved Ginger Root ,
that he did bow down his high spirit at the |_ the town of Kennebunk, to support
HENRY D. TURNER,
too frequently employed, and will not only
Citron ; Dried Apricots, a superior jrMcle
• • shrine
1 •
_ intemperance.
I' the
. poor of said town for one year, hereby
viuun
unholy
of
180, Broadway, New-York.
at the same time tend to remove the offend
ice,
that
he
has
made
suitable
pro-1
p
or
pj
es
;
But Lucv—she who, in the trusting ear gives notice, .......... ,
Cu’r’d Cocoa ; Shells; Chocolate ;
ing cause by gentle motions, and strengthen
vision
for
them
at
the
Alms
House,
and
heie-1
nestness of"a pure heart, had thrown on all
”lpARTICULARrN OTIC E.
the digestive organs, but improve the appeby forbids al! persons harboring or trusting |I Welsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the use
I of invalids.
BURLEIGH SMART.
the il venture of his vow,’’ — was made to
LL persons indebted to the estate of the tite and renovate the system.
any of the Paupers of said town on hisac-i
Kennebunk, July 9,1836.
»plyfeel the perishing of all that was bright, count or on account of the town, as he will
late DANIEL WALKER, are ence
Price 50 cents.
noble and elevated - it was hers to feel tn pay „o bill for their S1&warren_
more requested to call, settle and pay all de
Rj^None are genuine unless signed I.
mands due said estate, on or before the first
its most refined bitterness the keen and with
GRAVE
STONES.
a ii that remain iinnma
bscriber would inform the inhabit-1! of March next. All
unpaid Biter
after KIDDER, on the wrapper, (sole Proprie
ering blight of disappointment, when she
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
he su„ of Kennebunk and vicinity, that thM lime will be left with an Attorney for
tor. and successor to Dr. Conway,, y
looked on him she called her husband.
ants
he will furnish the above
« .Kepne- collection
A(1mi„isiratrix.
whom they are for sale, at his Caantmg
For a long time Lucy’s believing spirit
SE^L CJPS.JJ
MARY
WALKER,
Administratrix.
bunk* and Wells, on as reasonable terms as
Room, No.99, Court street, Boston, and
iustained her under her heavy trial : for
January 4, 1837._____ _______________.
can
be
purchased
else
^
h
|%
RADBURY
.
one hope clung even as an anchor to her ra
bvhis special appointment, by
FUR SEAL CAPS just receivBURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk.
sool_the hope that he would reform-tor JiLdy W? ed, which are offered for sale
Winter Strained Oil
N B. All orders left with Levi T. HilSAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
verv
low
prices
by
the
subscriber.
Persons
----he loved her too well, she thought, to make at
|OR
sale
by
W1LLIAM
LORD.
£ want ofthe abov’e article will do well to lard
Mdu>., Kennebunk,
Kennetnmk or Moses Morrill, XV
h«r unhappy.
Alas, deceived woman !
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Wells, will be promptly attended to.
•>J. G. PERKINS.
Jan. >1,1837.
Love may be strong, but the love ofthe call and examine.
Kennebunk, Sept. 10, 1836.
«p&n.
Ji
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 17,1836.
wine cup hath a mightier power. But the
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